Crystallizer 1-10th July 2017
Valpore, Italy
Day 1 – arrival
Ritualistic opening
• Passing around the candle bowl (3 candles floating in a bowl of water, encounter of fire and
water), one round of names in a mindful manner
• Crossing the theshold – passing through the underground tunnel, atmospheric crossing,
different sensations (sound, smell, visual – darkness, candles)
Day 2 – Listening
Morning check-in with practicalities, introduction of the trainer team (Jana, Antonio, Helena,
Honza)
• Ice-breaker, name-movement exercise: walking around, shaking hands with everyone
– normal (shake hand with everyone in the ground twice)
– in a rush
– with the whole heart
– suspiciously
– say the name of the other person
Pay attention, look in to the eyes, perceive fully the person you encounter
• Get close, get distant exercise in pairs
Without verbally communicating, eye-contact, approaching each other, getting close then getting
distant again
Half of the group observes
Being animals – same exercise (getting close and getting distant again), this time acting like
animals, on all fours, touching the forehead when meeting
Reflecting with the partner
• Touch and melt
Walking around, stroke the back of someone, support while falling then helping up
Dynamic flow
Version B: avoid being stroked on the back
•

Ordering ourselves alphabetically without talking – to the beat of the drum

• Connect with a non-human being
Get close, get distant, interact
• Find your spot
Let yourself be guided by your intuition, do not think about where you would like to go but feel into
where you are called to go
Afternoon:
• Handshake-exercise
Establishing contact with another person by a handshake
Person A "instructs" person B how the contact would feel pleasant and fitting for her/him, person B
"adjusts" – then switch roles
Introduction of Pesso-Boyden therapy by Helena (origins: working with dancers to express
emotions – experiencing emotions themselves, body, empotional therapheutical work)
Needs and finding place – countershaping exercise

Fitting ourselves to different objects around, completing them by countershaping
Introduction of the Service and Care concept and teams (team names written on pieces of tree bark
– cool idea!)
•

Introduction of the program – while introducing different aspects, we are moving around the
house (emobdied, analogue PPT – can be used as an interesting way of presenting a
program, by keeping the group on the move attention is sustained)

The Art of illustrative hand-gestures – by Honza

"So here is the masterplan!"

"I've caught such a big fish!"
Gabriel: "Ah yeah, sure..."

Analogue PPT meets yoga – presentation assistance in tree pose
but watch out...

Spontaneous teambuilding – the amoeba action!
• Mapping topic of interest within the group
Moving around and grouping ourselves around different topics (written on pieces of paper, lying on
the ground) that played a role in motivated us to join the training, such as: movement, theater,
nature, land art, wilderness, trainers, European citizenship, change, leadership, nature, health etc.

• Thermometer of interests and preferences
Moving around, then 2 persons say loud 2 opposite aspects/topics (e.g. Tea/coffee, chaos/structure,
methodology/experience, mediation/hiphop, leading/following etc.) - participants grouping
themselves according to which aspect resonates with them more

• Walking to the seminar-house
Silent, solo walk, tuning into the question:
"What led me here?"

• Circle
2 rounds of sharing (it can be verbal but it
can also be silence, a story, song or
movement) around the questions:
"Where did my journey start?"
(passing around a talking piece)
"What would I like to crystallize here?"
(there are as many stones in the middle of
the circle as participants, before starting to
share each person takes one as a personal
talking piece. Afterwards the stones are
brought to our place (the one we chose in
the morning).
Day 3 – Observation
Morning:
Checking in with service and care teams
Landscapes activity in the forest
Experiencing inner, interpersonal and outer landscapes through body movement exercises
1. Finding a comfortable spot, closing eyes, tuning in – feeling into the body, connecting to our
core, feeling rooted
Starting to move – listen inside what kind of movement emerges
Repeating the move, finding clarity, crystallizing it
Looking around, if someone else's movement attracts you, copy it (by feeling into what is
the source, essence, core of the movement)
You can return to your movement anytime
Dynamic flow between own and other's moves
During the last few minutes go wild!
2. Leading and following exercises:
A) Find a partner – person A leads person B (with closed eyes) by a contact of one hand
(person B lies her hand on the top of person A's hand) – stroll around, experience the
landscape – then switch roles
B) Person A leads person B with the whole body – offering different angles, parts and
surfaces. Person B follows just with the hand, not moving too much (not fully-body contact
impro)
C) Back to back contact. The leader closes her eyes and proposes the movement to the
follower who has her eyes open.
In the meanwhile Jana walks around like Agent Smith with speach bubbles: This is weird. This is

stupid. Am I stupid? Am I weird? reperesenting the inner voices of judgement
Short debriefing in the forest, then a longer one in front of the house, reflecting on aspects of inner
critic and judgement.

Afternoon:
Walk to Monte Grappa.
Tune-in exercise:
Helena's input on walking. Different ways and motives of walking. Brief input on pilgrimage,
marches, demonstrations, ways of taking a stand and letting our voice be heard by walking.
Exercise:
Make trios. Person 1 walks on the front, the other two adapt her style of walking. When they feel
that they have managed to adapt the style, person 1 steps out and observes the other two, walking in
her style. This is followed by a brief reflection of person 2 and 3 on how it felt to walk in the style
of person 1. Roles are switched.
We start walking up the mountain. We stop 5 times and there are input on 5 different aspects of
zooming out, observation and contemplating on ourselves as being part of something bigger.
Stop 1: Honza's input on the universe,
cosmology, galaxies, cosmic socks and washing
machines (understanding ourselves as constantly
moving passangers of a gigantic cosmic ship)
Understanding, sensing, embodying...

Stop 2: Strawberries and the natural cycles – seasons, movement of mountains, cycles of moon,
tide, menstruation...
Stop 3: Movement of societies, cultures, religions
Hearing about the battle at Monte Grappe 100
years ago, imagining how it felt like here, how it
looked like, what kind of sounds could one hear,
imagining the mountains all black and white,
without any trees and forests

Stop 4: Thinking about our communities, groups
we are part of, familier while looking down at the
cities and human settlements spreading on the flat
land below us

Stop 5: Movement in our bodies – blood, cells,
energy, breath...

Arriving to the top of Monte Grappa, taking a well-deserved break.

Les Bons Vivants
At the monument of Monte Grappa: walking up to the top and on each level contemplating again on
the 5 levels we have went through: cosmology, natural cycles, civilizations, communities, body.

Walking down: reflecting on (by sharing with others or solo contemplation) on the impact of our
work on all these 5 levels.

Day 4 – Sensing
Morning: Weaving together the stories of the past days
Introduction of the Wheel of Wellness by Jana
4 areas: body, mind, social, spiritual
12 aspects:
1. self-responsibility and love
2. breathing
3. sensing
4. eating
5. movement
6. feeling
7. thinking
8. work and play
9. communicating
10. intimacy
11. sense of meaning
12. transcendence
After the introduction of 3 aspects, an activity is included. After the activities we take "field notes"
– ranking on a piece of paper the level of flourishing and satisfaction concerning all aspects
(between 1 and 4)

1. Natural movement tune-in
Working in duos. Person A takes the role of the "finder", who observes to which movement
in nature she is attracted by. (It can be e.g. a blade of grass, the movement of the branches of
a tree or the clouds) She tunes into this movement and imitates it by sensing into the core
essence and connecting to the core quality of the movement. Person B follows and observes
the process, and when person A is totally tuned in to the natural movement, she adapts and
imitates her movements.
2. Introduction by eye-contact
Working in trios. Roles: sender, receiver, observer
The sender places herself in front of the receiver and introduces herself without any words
and movement, communicating simply by the eyes. The observer observes. After a couple of
minutes the receiver, the sender and the observer share their reflections of the process (in
this order). Then roles are rotated, so everyone takes each role once.
3. Conscious coffee-break
Spending the coffee-break in silence, everyone for herlself of himself. Observing ourselves
how we move, eat and drink.
4. Lift me up!
We distribute ourselves in 3 groups. One person lies down on the ground in the middle of
each group. The others put their hands on the body of the person and for a counting from 1
to 10 gradually increase the pressure. Afterwards they take off their hands and abruptly lift
up the person. They make her sway in the air, creating waves of different amplitudes –
cunamies and gentle waves. Slowly they put her down on the ground again. Each person in
the group is lifted up this way.
Afternoon:
Tune-in exercises:
– Mountain and tectonic plates (2 persons push the third one from the sides, the third person
dancing and moving with the pressure)
– Sandwich-hug (2 persons hugging the third one in between, also adding some pressure)
– Floor-fight (Person A lays on the floor on the belly, person B lying on the top, preventing
her from rolling on the back)
– Counter-balance (in duos, experiencing a dynamic balance by holding hands)
– Dynamic full-contact balance (in duos, experiencing dynamic balance by connecting with
the back and different parts of the body)
Solo activity in natutre (30 min): free moving and playing around in nature
tuning in to the senses and impression of a chosen place, then observing oneself, following the
impulses of being moved

Sharing impressions and feelings of the a activity, as well as its relevance in one's work
Dance of the elements
We are taken into the deep forest.
Lining up by communicating non-verbally according to dates of birth (not age). Then checking
Zodiac-signs and corresponding elements. Grouping ourselves according to the 4 elements: earth,
water, fire and air.
We are led even deeper into the forest, where the 4 elements are waiting for us.
a) In the small groups, we dance around the elements to the beat of the drums. After a couple of
minutes we rotate.
b) We make groups of 5. One person in the middle dances with the other four one by one (each of
the four person takes the role of one of the elements). The person in the middle considers which
element has been the most ineresting (most resonating or maybe most challenging) to dance with.
c) We group ourselves according to which element has been the most interesting in the previous
round, then dance a last round around.
Before dinner we all visit our spots for a little solo reflection and integration time.

Day 5 – Presencing
The day's focus: sharing resources, tools, methods and personal practices as well as relaxation and
self-care
In the evening: harvest of the day
Around 11 in the night: ambient lounge with music, chilling and falling asleep on the helicopter
place

Day 6 – Crystallizing
Before breakfast: Dream Star Council – sharing the dreams of the night and weaving them together
(coming half-asleep, with blankets, pillows and pyjamas)
Morning: overview of the objectives and elements of the training course
Session in the forest connected to the topic of social movement
Roles and movements in society
Resource: "How to start a movement?" Derek Sivers – TED
Activities:
1. Solo ground pressure point exercise – defining a pressure point in the body, increasing
pressure, starting to originate movement from that source, waves of movement
2. Duos pressure point exercise – in relation to each other (pressure point can be on the ground
or on the body of the other person)
3. Shaper and active receiver
4. Inviting follower by hand (not pushing but giving space)
5. Diamond – in 4s (the one on the front is the leader, the other three follow and imitate her
movements, when turning to another direction, leadership is switched, the person on the
front becomes the leader)

Reflection after each activity:
– How does it feel to create an action by yourself/by the environment and in relation to others?
– How comfortable does it feel to push and to be pushed?
– How comfortable do I feel in the role of a leader and a follower?
– What is my leadership and "followership" style?
– Impulse to fight (gang-effect in the diamond exercise) and the impulse to befriend/seduce
Afternoon:
Solo land art exercise – the impact of us humans on our environment
human geology
interventions
aesthetic, political
Public aloneness
in 2 groups
1 person coming on stage – being, observing oneself, expressing what is present
then reflecting on the experience
audience gives sign of appreciation (clapping or something else)
Day 7 – Prototyping
Morning:
• Grounding in our own power – exercise with sticks in duos
Person A chooses a stick from the middle of the circle and give it to person B
The exercise has 3 steps:
1. Person B controlls person A with the stick, person A lets herself to be controlled
2. Take-over – person A takes the stick from person B (dealing with resistance, playful fight)
3. Person A controlls person B, feels herself in her power and tests her style of leadership
Afterwards couples are swapped, round 2 is done in a different contellation
Reflection happens with a third person
•
•
•

Lining up and taking a power-position, 2 rounds
Then turning and looking at our shadow
Picking up a little object lying somewhere in the shadow and keeping it as a reminder

Reflecting on power and its shadow
• Trust, empowerment, reassurance exercise in 3 groups
1 person in the middle, closes eyes and gently "falls around", the others support and prevent her
from falling. In the same time whisper assuring and supportive things – what talents, gifts and
potential they see in the person.
• Reflection moment at our personal spot
On the way there contemplating the question: What would we like to invite in our lives?
On the way back: What would we like to leave behind/let go?
Afternoon: Social action – on the hill
Each person draws on a piece of paper what social action means for them
We pass around the papers for the signal of different music instruments as a dynamic, interactive

exhibition
Then we gather in small groups (according to a colourful dot put in the corner of each paper) and
discuss our experience and practices of social action and agree on a shared definition
Each group share their experience of the previous process and their definition of social action
Coffee break: eating prevert amounts of cookies with nutella
Afternoon II.: land art exercise nr. 2
Reflecting on our home environments, on our strengths and the change we wish to ignite there
1. Find the environment (it can be the personal spot)
2. Observe it, define what kind of impact you wish to have, what it is there to improve
3. Create countershape, adjust, change
(kind of woodoo work, doing symbolically the work we wish to do at home – understand more my
home environment, community, background and work)
Reflection groups in 4 groups (6-7 persons)
Day 8 – Performing
Morning: the Alchemist's Lab, 8 stations
– drumming imaginery journey with Honza
– picking cards with Helena
– moving in the forest with Antonio
– turning the wheel of Wellness with Jana
– dreaming – in the bed
– debating and exchanging ideas
– contemplating at personal spot
– project plan
Moving around the 8 stations, individualized working time to serve the crystallization process
Summarizing the results on an A4 sheet

Afternoon: exhibition of the outcomes of the morning (everyone glues the sheet on their chest,
walking around)
Growing into full personal power exercise
Working in groups of 7-8 persons. One places her sheet of dream/idea/plan/vision or a symbolic
object to reach. Two others squat down at her feet, holding her back. The point is to support the first
person to come into her full power by providing resistance – but it is not about totally holding the

person back.
The others in the group cheer from the side and verbally (but not physically!) support the first
person to reach her goal.
Networking
Proposing topics and project collaborations, discussing and sharing ideas in small groups
Pizza night, yeahhhh!
Fullmoon party – meditation with Indian fellow, flying bodies/offering bodies to the moon,
freestyler rain-dance party

